
Ref:  RR/846/CM 
Applicant: British Gypsum, Mountfield 
Comment: Peter Miles, Chairman, 
 The Darwell Area Conservation Group 
 
 
 
Construction of vehicle service depot with associated landscaping and 
construction of a lorry strapping shed on a separate site. 
 
 
We welcome the application as an indication that the Applicant’s local 
operations are healthy. 
 
We are concerned with three details (ref: Design and Access Statement). 
 
1. The application states (para 3.5) that Rother have an “aspiration” to 
“protect and enhance the natural environment” whereas both ESCC and 
British Gypsum they have a legal duty to do so within a designated 
landscape. 
 
2. Lighting spec is inadequate and worrying at points — e.g. the phrase 
“well lit”. 
 
Dark skies are an important component of the beauty of the High Weald 
AONB which is campaigning for IDA ‘Dark Sky Landscape’ status. 
 
All planning applications should specify proposals to mitigate light 
pollution, detailing masking, spread, type, timing, and intensity (using 
Lumens not Watts). Within the AONB designated landscape, except in 
very exceptional circumstances, planning permissions should normally 
preclude external lighting in all developments except towns and very large 
villages.  
 
The BG plant is already the single greatest light pollutant between 
Tunbridge Wells and Hastings — and matching both for intensity — even 
showing on the satellite map, see www.nightblight.cpre.org.uk/maps. (See 
Natural England map below.) 
 



3. There appears to be no spec for the surfacing of the large area of 
parking and turning. (The Drainage report is 106 pages of technicalia 
beyond lay understanding but should not be allowed to shout down 
environmental concerns.) 
 
The phrase “run-off” suggests the surface is non-permeable (cf the 
surfacing of Dutch motorways) which in theory may: 
• create artificial peaks of stormwater into the R. Line,  
• imply zero hydraulic retention which leads to remote flooding, and  
• produce unnatural and erosive distribution of storm water to the 
surrounding natural environment.  
 
4. Equally, there seem to be no specified protections to avoid diesel/fuel 
spillage into the R Line and the landscape. 
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